Rubber Paddles
Move Grain
Gently & Evenly
To The Sump.

Work Safe, Not Hard!
800-557-4689 | www.daaybinsweep.com

SAFE

The Daay Bin Paddle Sweep is engineered to the most current
specifications in the industry. The sweep has no dangerous
augers and simply moves the grain with flexible rubber paddles.

DURABLE

Explosion proof, all-weather quick change motors and
foam-filled, run-flat, tractor tread tires are just a couple of the
quality products used to create the Daay Bin Paddle Sweep.
The Sweep is designed to be fully submersed in grain, and can
be manufactured to fit in bins up to 105’ in diameter.
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With the flexible rubber paddles, almost all of the grain is swept
from bin floor with the Daay Bin Paddle Sweep. The Sweep also
makes for less auger sweep injuries, unnecessary entry into bins,
and insurance claims!

FEATURES:

• 5,500 BPH maximum capacity.
• Starter boxes included with every package.
• Non-jack system allows for minimal entry once
Daay Bin Paddle Sweep has been started.
• Tires are designed to slip to keep the sweep
from climbing the grain pile. This allows the
sweep to clean very close to the floor.
• Housing is made out of 10 gauge material.
• Explosion proof motor.
• Electric motor is protected from commodities
within the bin by a steel cover.
• Adjustable chain and motor mounts.
• Weight kits for increased traction on the drive
wheels come standard on all sweeps.
• Pivot sections on sweeps over 24’ in length
allows sweep to follow the contour of floor.
• Dual drives on sweeps over 30’ in length.
• Triple drives on Sweeps over 39’ in length.
• Torque limiting ratchet on all tractor drives.
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“I have been in the grain industry for 27 years. I have never had a sweep that meets our needs
like the Daay Paddle Sweep. It moves the grain in a very gentle and efficient manner. The Daay
Sweep design, I feel, is the safest sweep on the market.
We love the sweep because of the ease of use, our employees have minimal entry into the bin
and we have very little clean up when the bin is empty. Since we purchased the Daay Sweep it has
allowed our company to empty larger bins more often. We no longer worry about breakdowns
and costly repairs. Our employees are very pleased and look forward to us installing them in
every bin.”
-Scott Foushee, Poinsett Rice and Grain, Jonesboro, AR

Can Withstand An
Avalanche Of Grain!

Tires Are Foam Filled,
With Tractor Tread.

Flexible Rubber Paddles Move
Grain Gently To Sump.

Carries As Much Grain
As The Job Requires.

“As an operation’s manager for a large co-op with
multiple locations I need to look at safety, quality,
and value when purchasing grain handling and
storage equipment. When our team discovered
the Daay Bin Paddle Sweep back in early 2010,
I first found it somewhat hard to believe.
After we tried our first one, I was a believer.
We’ve purchased about a dozen since then and
spread them throughout our locations.”
-Dan, York, NE
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“We were very impressed
with how the sweeps
performed in our hybrid
rice. They required
virtually no help to keep
feeding, making emptying
our bins much easier,
faster, and safer than with
our old auger-type sweeps.”
-Darrell, St. Joseph, LA

“Safety is our number one concern at our operation. It is virtually
impossible to get hurt by the Daay Sweep. Besides safety, another great
advantage is how it performs. If you run it around the bin twice it
virtually gets all the grain. Every other bin sweep we used left 2” to 3”
on the bin floor we had to deal with. We love our sweeps.”
-Tom Fields, Fields Farm Partnership, McCroy, AR

